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A new ray-tracing algorithm was implemented in OpenFOAM®. This algorithm is used in a 

stand-alone radiation solver, in which the time and mesh objects are constructed in a way, that 

the solver can be used in a hybrid multi-parallel (MPI) and multi-threaded (OpenMP) 

environment. The tracing algorithm is based on face triangulation, which is much faster than 

the OpenFOAM®-face triangulation or the indexedOctree<treeDataFace> face intersection 

method. 

The ray-tracing is used in order to calculate the radiation transfer of discrete photons based on 

a Monte-Carlo-approach. Narrow band parameters from Soufiani and Taine [1] are used to 

take into account the radiative spectral distribution of carbon dioxide and water.  

This algorithm is very well scalable and can be used on high performance clusters (HPC) to 

calculate the radiation on fine meshes (magnitude of millions cells). In the presentation the 

general parallelism procedure will be shown and the speed of the ray-tracing will be 

compared to the two methods mentioned above. Two literature cases are recalculated in order 

to prove the correct implementation of the radiation model. At last the HPC radiation 

calculation of a gas turbine combustor [2] on a two million hexagonal cell grid is presented 

and the scalability is discussed.  
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